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About This Content

The counselors are dressing up and getting into the holiday spirit for Halloween! Each of the original 10 counselors are showing
up to Camp Crystal Lake in their favorite costumes!

After installation you can select costumes from the various offerings in the counselor customization screen via the main menu or
during character select in any lobby. Assign each costume with the click of a button!
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Title: Friday the 13th: The Game - Costume Party Counselor Clothing Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
IllFonic, LLC.
Publisher:
Gun Media
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-530 (2 * 2930), AMD Athlon II X2 270 (2 * 3400)

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 650 Ti (1024 MB), Radeon HD 7770 (1024 MB)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: 64-Bit Operating System and CPU required.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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friday the 13th the game - costume party counselor clothing pack

This game offers more fun than you pay for. The mechanics are solid and the ship feels great. The weapons and upgrades offer,
what to expect. If you like 2D Spaceship games, this is a good choice. The game is not too easy because you have to make some
right tactical decisions. If you don't, it may become a bit hard. The combination of tactics and 2D spaceship offers some hours
of great fun!. Highly detailed, well fleshed-out cars, each with unique handling characteristics. Excellent laser-scanned track.
Great pricetag. Another solid addition to the venerable AC. The game literally takes 30 minutes or less to beat with all the
achievements unlocked. The rest of the time is from trading card grinding.

The only thing good about this game is the voice acting. Besides that, the cons are way too many to list.

Story:
The plot is too generic with no character development to move the plot forward, as the story takes place in a span of 5 days
(which takes 5-7 minutes to complete). The main character is kind of a creep and unlovable to a point he becomes really
annoying to you. There were too many instances that they forced the joke that the childhood friend can cook. It wasn't that
funny.

miscellaneous:
 It is impossible to shrink the screen as it is stuck on one size. The saving screen is kind of boring - shouldn't really an issue tbh.
Don't really need to save in this game besides the part you make your ONLY selection in the game.

I got this game on humble bundle for a dollar and I still wouldn't recommend claiming this game from that bundle. Just save the
key and use it during some chrono.gg event when they ask you for some free keys.. Like Resident Evil but not.......Can have
fixed camera or over the shoulder, which is a nice addition.....worth a buy anyway.. The most fun I had with an arcade style
racing game in a long time. Fast paced, stylish, really smooth gameplay, lots of fun, really worth a shot.
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bad graphic, boring game ever. This game should be free to install. wasting my money to buy this useless game.. Don't get me
wrong, this game is entertaining. It has pleasant visuals, good sound design, creepy atmosphere filled with symbolism, and an
interesting concept behind it. However, there are two things which hold me back from recommending it:

1.  Many puzzles either have illogical solution or don't accept obvious solutions. A small example: a character A
gives you a letter and asks to give it to their crush\u2014without disclosing who said crush is. However, there's
another character B who is the same species as A and who is quite obviously pining for them. So you hand out
the letter to B, right? Wrong. You put the letter into a mailbox in a world completely different to the one A or B
inhabit. After which the letter, apparently, gets sent to B, who gives you a reward when you speak to them the next
time. In that example it's at least possible to deduce a solution even though it requires an unnecessary middleman, but
there are several situations where you forced to go through every item in your inventory near every single NPC
because you are stuck, especially if you want to 100% complete the game (which is possible to do in four hours, as you
can see).

2.  Yume Nikki did it better. I bet this is not the first review you've seen that points this out, but seriously, pick
up\u2014entirely for free!\u2014Yume Nikki (or Yume 2kki if you've completed the original) and enjoy just as
atmospheric experience with a heavier focus on exploration, much more varied worlds and more content overall. 
Strange Telephone has better graphics, but that's the only thing going for it in this small competition.. Stupid game. I
personally really enjoyed playing this game. I found that it had some really great dialogue that would often make me
chuckle. If you're into older style RPG video games then this game may be right for you. But I warn you that there is
a lot of walking back and forth as most of the quest are "go fetch something for me" quests, which can get a bit
tedious at times. Other than that I liked the game as a whole with it's great characters and an okay story.
I'm sure that by reading all the reviews for this game you'll be able to decide whether you'll want to play it or not.
Which ever you choose I wish you all the best of luck.. The good:
The textures looked sharp, the graphics overall were really good.
The movement options are all there.
At times being a demon feels really powerful. Blowing apart a bunch of enemies in slow motion with your minion
while tearing a guy's arms off feels and looks great.
The music is really good, it's got a powerful rocking soundtrack whenever there's a fight with enemies or a boss fight.
The environments range from a hellish landscape to a desolate island. The catacombs under the church were probably
the visually most impressive part.

The bad:
AI is sometimes broken. The enemies sometimes go into a corner and look at the wall until you get close. Maybe
they've got crippling depression.
The ways in which you can dismember enemies starts to feel limited which would get repetitive if the game was
longer. But at around an hour and a half of campaign gameplay the additional powers you get keep it fresh
throughout.
Limited number of enemy variations. Hope they add more.

Looking forward to future updates. The devs say they will add more puzzles and more ways to dismember enemies,
hope they keep their word and make this a great and polished VR title.. ing bad game just bad :-(. I seriously don't
understand all the recommendations this game's getting. Yes, the dev is still involved, but the game isn't fun. At least
not yet. Be willing to just sit and look at the computer play the game once you've made land and put up a few
buildings. The game's default save directory is the document's folder. Just avoid until it's out of beta and then take
another look.. Actually quite scary this game :)
havent completed it yet, but so far i kinda enjoy it.
Try it out guys, for this price its worth it.

A bit of gameplay here:
http://youtu.be/r0ust1RAf-s. Despite being a puzzle game and not having said that in the description, tags, or
anywhere else on the store page (at the time of purchase and at the time of writing this review), I want to like this
game. The graphics are phenomenal, transitions between first and 3rd person are seamless, and the story seems
entertaining\u2026
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But, as of right now the bugs are just too frustrating. Trying to move while in first person up and down stairs and
ramps, across bridges, or even across the threshold of stairs causes you to get stuck or slowly slide off the map. The
game needs to incorporate alternative styles of movement. Aiming and collision detection seem way off as well
(especially in the dragon level). The sound clips are very poor quality too. I'm not talking about the English narration
(although it could do with a bit more believability), it's the walking sound clips, some of the action clips, and various
others that just do not leave the best quality of sound in your ear holes. Also, it's really annoying to have to suffer
through the intro to the map if you fail, like on the dragon level, every single time. Please update to only play the
intro the first time and then start the game right after if restarting the level. And there are no settings in game. No
sound, no graphics, no controls, absolutely no settings of any type. Every game needs the ability to adjust game
settings, it's just fundamental, typically covered in one of the first classes of game building 101.

So, in short, I want to like this game, but despite being as visually appealing as it is, it's just not there yet.. This does a
LOT to improve on the original game!
At first I wasn't sold on the aesthetic changes. But I think it still maintained that unique look and charm of the
original, while adding new life to the game.

The chapters are short and sweet, but that only adds to the value! Since they can be rather short, it is fun to revisit
them and make new choices.

I appreciate the steps that Jason took to improve this game. He could have done a paint by the numbers sequel to cash
in on the viral success of the first, but he really stepped things up here! It maintains a lot of the humor of the
original, but I think there is actually some really strong social commentary in this game. It explores people's
expectations, relationships, interactions, and more through a modern youthful lense.

More in depth than you expected from a $1 follow up to a meme-game, eh?
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